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Abstract
In this work in progress, we study the asymptotic behaviour of the
p-quantile of the Beta distribution, i.e. the quantity q defined implicitly
by
şq
0
ta´1p1´tqb´1dt “ pBpa, bq, as a function of the first parameter a. In
particular, we derive asymptotic expansions of and q and its logarithm at
0 and 8. Moreover, we provide some relations between Bell and Nørlund
Polynomials, a generalisation of Bernoulli numbers. Finally, we provide
Maple and Sage algorithms for computing the terms of the asymptotic
expansions.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Granted a probability distribution on R, its median is defined as the value
m P R that leaves exactly half of the “mass” of the distribution on its left and
half on its right. Instead of requiring that m splits the mass exactly in two
equal parts, one may choose a p P r0, 1s and define the more general notion of
the p-quantile value of the probability distribution:[4]
Definition 1 Let F be a cumulative distribution function on some subset I Ă
R. Let p P r0, 1s. A p-quantile of F is a point q P I such that F pqq “ p. If
p “ 1{2, a 1{2-quantile is called median.
∗email: dimitrios@math.ku.dk
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For an arbitrary probability distribution on R, not always do p-quantiles exist,
neither do they have to be unique, but for a distribution with density wrt
to Lebesgue measure p-quantile values always exist, as then the distribution
function is continuous and increasing, and if furthermore the density is a.e.
non-zero, they are also unique, as the distribution function shall be strictly
increasing.
One point of interest has been the study of the p-quantiles, including medi-
ans, of a parametrised family of probability distributions as a function of the
parameter, given a fixed value of p. Such a function is well defined if the distribu-
tion has density wrt to the Lebesgue measure which is a.e. non-zero. Questions
that may arise in this context have to do with analyticity, monotonicity, geomet-
ric properties and approximations, in particular asymptotic expansions, of the
implicit function qpaq defined by an equation of the form Fapqpaqq “ p, where
Fa is a family of commulative distribution functions. Because of the implicit
definition, the study of its properties can be challenging. An example is the
median of the gamma distribution, which has been studied in several occasions,
for example in [7], [5], and many connections have been found, for example with
the Ramanujan’s rational approximation of ex, see [2], [8] and [1], while in [6]
it was also proved that it is is a convex function.
In this paper, considering p fixed in p0, 1q, we focus on studying the p-
quantile of the beta distribution, i.e. the distribution on r0, 1s with the density
function t ÞÑ ta´1p1 ´ tqb´1, as a function of the parameter a considering b
fixed. The p-quantile of the beta distribution has been considered by Temme in
[12], who studied the asymptotic behaviour of the p-quantile (or in his notation,
the inverse of the normalised beta incomplete function) under restrictions over
relations between the two parameters of the beta distribution. Also, see [11] for
some inequalities on the median. This preprint is to be a continuation of our
work in [4], which deals with convexity/concavity properties.
The p-quantile of the beta distribution, as a function of the first parameter,
is defined as:
Definition 2 Fix p P p0, 1q and b P p0,`8q. The function q : p0,`8q Ñ p0, 1q
defined implicitly by
ż qpaq
0
ta´1p1´ tqb´1dt “ p
ż 1
0
ta´1p1´ tqb´1dt (1.1)
is called the p-quantile of the beta distribution with parameters a and b.
As in [5] for the case of the median of the gamma distribution, to study the
p-quantile we consider and study an auxilliary function related to its logarithm
ϕpaq :“ ´a log qpaq (1.2)
and it will become clear that studying the logarithm gives more information on
the behaviour of the p-quantile. One may also consider ϕ itself as the p1 ´ pq-
2
quantile of some distribution. Indeed, using change of variables in (1.1)
ż ϕpaq
0
e´sp1 ´ e´s{aqb´1ds “ p1 ´ pq
ż 8
0
e´sp1´ e´s{aqb´1ds (1.3)
Later, Bernoulli numbers and a generalisation of them known as Nørlund poly-
nomials will become useful. The Bernoulli numbers Bn are classically defined
through their generating function
x
ex ´ 1 “
8ÿ
n“0
Bn
xn
n!
(1.4)
They can be generalised to the Bernoulli polynomials Bnptq, defined similarily
through the generating function
xetx
ex ´ 1 “
8ÿ
n“0
Bnptqx
n
n!
(1.5)
Another generalisation of Bernoulli numbers are the Nørlund polynomials B
psq
n
defined through the generating function
ˆ
x
ex ´ 1
˙s
“
8ÿ
n“0
Bpsqn
xn
n!
(1.6)
They are polynomials in s. If s P N, then Bpsqn is the s-fold convolution of
Bernoulli numbers. An account on Nørlund polynomials can be found in [9,
24.16] and references within. Bernoulli and Nørlund appear often when we
consider asymptotic expansions of the gamma and related functions (see e.g.
[13].
1.2 Main results
We state the following propositions regarding first order asymptotics. They
are proved in [4]. In the rest, γb denotes the p1 ´ pq-quantile of the gamma
distribution with parameter b.
Proposition 1 [4, Proposition 1.2] The p-quantile of the beta distribution qpaq
is a real analytic, increasing function of a. It has limits
lim
aÑ0
qpaq “ 0
and
lim
aÑ8
qpaq “ 1
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Proposition 2 [4, Proposition 1.3] The function ϕpaq “ ´a log qpaq is real
analytic and increasing for b ą 1, constant for b “ 1 and decreasing for b ă 1.
It has limits
lim
aÑ0
ϕpaq “ log p (1.7)
and
lim
aÑ8
ϕpaq “ γb (1.8)
To study the asymptotic behaviour of q and ϕ in more depth, we shall try to find
the asymptotic expansions of ϕ at 0 and 8. Studying asymptotic expansions
of implicit functions can be highly non-trivial, as the method and the obstacles
arising depend much on the form of the defining implicit relation. For the p-
quantile of the beta distribution, we consider the cases of asymptotic expansions
of ϕ centered at 0 and at 8. In both cases, we shall combine differentiation
and Faa` di Bruno’s formula (2.10), and the existence of the expansion has to be
proved inductively.
For the case of 0, we shall compute the limits of the derivatives. For the
case of 8, for the same purpose, we shall introduce the differential operator D
defined by
Dfpxq “ x2Bfpxq
where B denotes the common differentiation operator. The calculus of D is
studied in subsection 3.1.
This operator has the importance that it can give, under certain conditions,
the asymptotic expansion of a suitably smooth function at infinity, which is
summarized in the following lemma, which is proved in subsection 3.1:
Lemma 1.1 Let f P Cnp0,8q for some n P N. Then, the following hold:
i. If limxÑ8D
mfpxq exists in R for all m ď n, we have the asymptotic
expansion
fpxq „
n´1ÿ
k“0
ck
xk
`O
ˆ
1
xn
˙
where
ck “ p´1q
k
k!
lim
aÑ8
Dkfpaq, m ă n
ii. Assume, conversely, that f has asymptotic expansion of order n, i.e.
fpxq „ řnk“0 ckxk `O ` 1xn`1 ˘ ,as well as that its derivatives f pmq admit asymptotic
expansions of orders m+n, for m ď n. Then, we have
ck “ p´1q
k
k!
lim
aÑ8
Dkfpaq
We note that, if conditions in i. hold, we may apply the lemma to Dkf and get
asymptotic expansions of higher derivatives, hence the expansion in i. can be
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differentiated. Also, if in the previous lemma f P C8p0,8q and its conditions
hold for all n, then we may get the whole asymptotic expansion of f .
Regarding the functions ϕ and q, we have the following two pairs of theorems
and Corollaries on their asymptotic expansions, which are proved in sections
2 and 3 respectively. In the following, Ψpn, zq :“ Bn`1 LogΓpzq denotes the
polygamma function. Also, pmqn denotes the Pochhammer symbol of m, i.e.
pmqn “ mpm ` 1q . . . pm ` n ´ 1q. If m P N, then we have pmqn “ pm`n´1q!pm´1q! ,
and p´mqn “ p´1qn m!pm´nq! if n ď m, and p´mqn “ 0 if n ą m. These identities
will be widely used in this paper.
Theorem 1 The function ϕ admits the asymptotic expansion ϕpaq „ ř8n“0 cnan
at 0, with c0 “ log p and
cn “ Ψpn´ 1, bq ´Ψpn´ 1, 1q
n!
“ p´1q
n`1
n!
ż 8
0
un´1
ˆ
e´u ´ e´bu
1´ e´u
˙
du, n ě 1
For b P N, we have in particular
cn “ p´1qn`1pn´ 1q!
b´1ÿ
k“1
1
kn
(1.9)
Corollary 1 An approximation for ϕ for values of a close to 0 is
ϕpaq „ log Γpa` bq
Γpa` 1qΓpbq ´ log p
and for q
qpaq
p1{a
„
ˆ
Γpa` bq
Γpa` 1qΓpbq
˙1{a
each having a remainder term vanishing faster than an at 0, @n P N. Hence,
we have the asymptotic expansion
qpaq
p1{a
„ e´γ´Ψp0,bq
˜
8ÿ
n“0
Bnpc1, c2, . . . , cnq
n!
an
¸
(1.10)
where γ is the Euler constant, cn “ Ψpn´1,bq´Ψpn´1,1qn! and Bn denotes the nth
complete Bell polynomial (see Remark 2.1).
Theorem 2 The function ϕ admits the asymptotic expansion
ϕpaq „
8ÿ
n“0
ϕn
p´1qn
n!an
, aÑ8
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at 8, with ϕn satisfying the system of recursive relations
ϕn “´
n´1ÿ
j“1
ˆ
n´ 1
j
˙
ϕn´jδp0, j, 0q ´
n´2ÿ
k“0
kÿ
j“0
ˆ
k
j
˙
ϕk´j`1δp0, j, n´ k ´ 1q
`Bp1´bqn
n´1ÿ
k“0
pb` n´ kqkγn´kb (1.11)
δpk,m, nq “ δpk,m´ 1, n` 1q `
m´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
m´ 1
j
˙
ϕm´jδpk ` 1, j, nq (1.12)
and the initial conditions
ϕ0 “ γb (1.13)
δpk, 0, nq “ Bp1´bqn
kÿ
j“0
ˆ
k
j
˙
p´1qk´jpb ` n´ jqjγn´jb (1.14)
The recursive relations (1.11) and (1.12) in the foregoing lemma work induc-
tively. We know ϕ0 and once we have computed ϕ0, . . . , ϕn´1, in order to
compute ϕn we use (1.11), where the maximum of the second argument of δ
that is at most n ´ 1, and we can compute these terms using (1.12) and the
initial conditions, as ϕk appears there in orders at most equal to the second
argument of δ, and that we already have computed. This algorithm can give us
the first terms of the asymptotic expansion:
ϕpaq “γb ´ γbpb´ 1q
2a
` γbp´1` bq p7 b` γb ´ 5q
24a2
´ γbp´1` bq
2 p3 b` γb ´ 1q
16a3
`O
ˆ
1
a4
˙
(1.15)
Also, for q we then get:
Corollary 2 For aÑ8, an asymptotic expansion for q is
qpaq „
8ÿ
n“0
Bnp´ϕ0, 2ϕ1,´3ϕ2, . . . , p´1qnnϕn´1q
n!
1
an
(1.16)
where ϕn is the sequence defined in Theorem 2.
In section 4 we state some relations between Nørlund, Bernoulli and Bell poly-
nomials that we came upon and we could not find in the literature. These
relations come out by considering the coefficients of Bernoulli generating func-
tions as taylor coefficients, i.e. as limits of derivatives, and using Faa` di Bruno’s
formula, and its relation to Bell polynomials, to compute these derivatives. Fi-
nally, in the appendix we implement the recursive relations of Theorem 2 as
Maple and Sage algorithms and give coefficients of asymptotic expansions for
some specific values.
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2 Asymptotics at 0
For computing the asymptotic expansion of ϕ at 0, our method consists of
iterated differentiation of relations that implicitely contain the p-quantile and
use Faa` di Bruno’s formula. Then, taking limits for a Ñ 0 and computing the
limits of all the terms, we compute the limits of the derivatives which then wields
the asymptotic expansion, as, if f P C8p0, εq, for some ε ą 0, and limxÑ0 f pnqpxq
exists in R for all n, denoting this limit by f pnqp0q we have f „ ř8k“0 fpnqp0qn! xn.
The converse is not necessarily valid: if f admits asymptotic expansion at 0 it is
not necessary that the limits of the derivatives exist, as there may be oscillations.
The limits of the derivatives of ϕ will be computed then inductively.
First, we use integration by parts in (1.1) getting
e´ϕpaqp1 ´ qpaqqb´1 ` pb ´ 1q
ż qpaq
0
tap1´ tqb´2dt “ apΓpbqΓpaq
Γpa` bq “ pΓpbqW paq
(2.1)
where W paq “ Γpa ` 1q{Γpa ` bq. This function W is studied in [3, C4], and
in a generalised form in [10], where several properties, such as complete mono-
tonicity, are proved. We consider the logarithmic derivative of W and we note
that, as logW paq “ log Γpa` 1q´ log Γpa` bq, by the integral representation of
the digamma function Ψp0, zq (see [3, Theorem 1.6.1]), we get that
plogW paqq1 “ Ψp0, a` bq ´Ψp0, a` 1q “ ´
ż 8
0
e´au
ˆ
e´u ´ e´bu
1´ e´u
˙
du (2.2)
We define the function ψ by
ψpaq :“ ´ log Γpa` 1q
Γpa` bq ´ log pΓpbq “ ´ logW paq ´ log pΓpbq (2.3)
which implies that e´ψpaq “ pΓpbqW paq and (2.1) can be rewritten as
e´ϕpaqp1´ qpaqqb´1 ` pb ´ 1q
ż qpaq
0
tap1´ tqb´2dt “ e´ψpaq (2.4)
Hence, as ψ P C8p´1,8q, denoting the limit of the kth derivative of ψ at 0 by
ψpkqp0q, by (2.2) we have
ψpkqp0q “ Ψpk ´ 1, bq ´Ψpk ´ 1, 1q “ p´1qk´1
ż 8
0
uk´1
ˆ
e´u ´ e´bu
1´ e´u
˙
du
(2.5)
Let denote by ϕpnqp0q the right limit of ϕpnq at 0, supposing it exists. We
already have, combining (1.7) and (2.3), that ϕp0q “ ψp0q “ ´ log p. Our goal
is to prove that for the limits of all the derivatives of ϕ and ψ at 0 are the same,
i.e. we have ϕpkqp0q “ ψpkqp0q. Differentiating (2.4) we get
´ψ1paqe´ψpaq ` ϕ1paqe´ϕpaqp1´ qpaqqb´1 “ pb ´ 1q
ż qpaq
0
tap1´ tqb´2 log tdt
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We define the functions
ρpaq :“ p1´ qpaqqb´1 (2.6)
σpaq :“
ż qpaq
0
tap1´ tqb´2 log tdt (2.7)
and hence the last equation can be rewritten as
´ ψ1paqe´ψpaq ` ϕ1paqe´ϕpaqρpaq “ pb ´ 1qσpaq (2.8)
We will use this equality to find the limits of the derivatives of ϕ. This will be
done inductively, differentiating (2.8) at each step. Our strategy is, at the kth
step, where we will want to compute the limit of the k ` 1 derivative, that we
use the results from the previous steps about the asymptotic behaviour of ϕ up
to the kth derivative to find the asymptotic behaviour of the derivatives of q up
to k, and then use this result to find the behaviour of the derivatives of g and h
up to k, so that we finally compute the limit of the k ` 1 derivative of ϕ. The
first part will be done in the next lemmas, and the inductive proof will be given
in the end of the section.
We state the following well known differentiation formulas that we will be
constantly using, see (1.4.12) and (1.4.13) in [9]: The product formula for deriva-
tion, ˜
kź
i“1
fipxq
¸pnq
“
ÿ
tjPNk|
ř
k
i“1 ji“nu
ˆ
n
j1, j2, ..., jk
˙ kź
i“1
f
pjiq
i pxq (2.9)
and the Faa` di Bruno formula, for the derivatives of composite functions,
pf˝gqpnqpxq “
ÿ
tmPNn|
ř
n
j“1 jmj“nu
n!
m1!m2!...mn!
f p
řn
j“1mjqpgpxqq
nź
j“1
ˆ
gpjqpxq
j!
˙mj
(2.10)
The latter, in case fpxq “ logpxq, can take the simpler form
plog gpxqqpnq “
ÿ
tmPNn|
ř
n
j“1 jmj“nu
Cm
nź
j“1
ˆ
gpjqpxq
gpxq
˙mj
(2.11)
where
Cm “ p´1q1`
ř
n
j“1mj
n!
´řn
j“1mj ´ 1
¯
!
m1!m2!...mn!
nź
j“1
1
j!mj
and for fpxq “ ex,
pegpxqqpnq “ egpxq
ÿ
tmPNn|
ř
n
j“1 jmj“nu
n!
m1!m2!...mn!
nź
j“1
ˆ
gpjqpxq
j!
˙mj
(2.12)
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Remark 2.1 Faa` di Bruno formula (2.10) is related to the polynomials that
are known as Bell polynomials. The (complete) Bell polynomials are defined by
the relation
Bnpx1, x2, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
tκPNn|
ř
n
j“1 jκj“nu
n!
κ1!κ2! ¨ ¨ ¨κn!
nź
j“1
ˆ
xj
j!
˙κj
(2.13)
We can express the special case (2.12) of Faa` di Bruno’s formula for the expo-
nential in terms of these Bell polynomials´
egpxq
¯pnq
“ egpxqBnpg1pxq, g2pxq, . . . , gpnqpxqq
Lemma 2.1 Let k, l P N. Then,
lim
aÑ0
qpaq logk qpaq
al
“ 0 (2.14)
Proof We have
log
ˆ
qpaq
am
˙
“ log qpaq ´m log aÑ ´8
for aÑ 0, as, by (1.7),
aplog qpaq ´m log aq “ a log qpaq ´ma log aÑ log p
This implies that
lim
aÑ0
qpaq
am
“ 0
Also (1.7) gives
lim
aÑ0
ak logk qpaq “ logk p
Hence
lim
aÑ0
qpaq logk qpaq
al
“ lim
aÑ0
qpaq
al´k
logk qpaq
ak
“ 0
l
Lemma 2.2 Let N P N˚ and assume that limaÑ0 ϕpkqpaq exists in R, @k ď N .
Then, @k ď N ,
lim
aÑ0
a2kqpkqpaq
qpaq exists in R (2.15)
In particular, we have that
lim
aÑ0
qpkqpaq
am
“ 0, m ě 0 (2.16)
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Proof For k “ 1, as ϕ1paq “ ´ log qpaq ´ aq1paq{qpaq, we have that
a2q1paq
qpaq “ ´aϕ
1paq ´ a log qpaq Ñ ´ log p
so (2.15) holds. Assume that 1 ď n ă N and that (2.15) holds @k ď n. We will
prove that (2.15) holds for k “ n ` 1. Indeed, using (2.11), we get, for some
coefficients ck and dk,
´ϕpn`1qpaq “aplog qpaqqpn`1q ` pn` 1qplog qpaqqpnq
“a
ÿ
tk|
řn`1
j“1 jkj“n`1u
«
ck
n`1ź
j“1
ˆ
qpjqpaq
qpaq
˙kjff
` pn` 1q
ÿ
tk|
ř
n
j“1 jkj“nu
«
dk
nź
j“1
ˆ
qpjqpaq
qpaq
˙kjff
But one can write
ÿ
tk|
řn`1
j“1 jkj“n`1u
ck
n`1ź
j“1
ˆ
qpjqpaq
qpaq
˙kj
“ q
pn`1qpaq
qpaq `
ÿ
tk|
ř
n
j“1 jkj“n`1u
ck
nź
j“1
ˆ
a2jqpjqpaq
qpaq
˙kj
hence, rearranging the equation above and multiplying each side by a2n`1, we
get
a2pn`1q
qpn`1qpaq
qpaq “ ´ a
2n`1ϕpn`1qpaq ´
ÿ
tk|
ř
n
j“1 jkj“n`1u
ck
nź
j“1
ˆ
a2jqpjqpaq
qpaq
˙kj
´ apn` 1q
ÿ
tk|
ř
n
j“1 jkj“nu
dk
nź
j“1
ˆ
a2jqpjqpaq
qpaq
˙kj
and the right hand side converges in R as a Ñ 0 by our induction hypothesis,
proving (2.15). To prove (2.16), we see that combining this result with Lemma
2.1 gives
lim
aÑ0
qpkqpaq
am
“ lim
aÑ0
a2kqpkqpaq
qpaq
qpaq
am´2k
“ 0
l
Lemma 2.3 Let N P N˚ and assume that limaÑ0 ϕpkqpaq exists in R, @k ď N .
Then, @k ď N ,
lim
aÑ0
ρpkqpaq “ 0, k ‰ 0
lim
aÑ0
ρpaq “ 1
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Proof As qpaq Ñ 0, then ρpaq Ñ 1. The nth derivative of ρ can be expressed
using (2.10) as
ρpnqpaq “
ÿ
tk|
ř
n
j“1 jkj“nu
ckp1 ´ qpaqqb´1´
řn
j“1 kj
nź
j“1
pqpjqpaqqkj
which, by Lemma 2.2 tends to 0 as aÑ 0, as qpjqpaq Ñ 0. l
Lemma 2.4 Let N P N˚ and assume that limaÑ0 ϕpkqpaq exists in R, @k ď N .
Then, @k ď N ,
lim
aÑ0
σpkqpaq “ 0
Proof We have ż qpaq
0
tap1 ´ tqb´2 logm tdtÑ 0
as qpaq Ñ 0 and p1 ´ tqb´2 logm t is integrable near 0. Hence, σpaq Ñ 0. For
n ą 0 we have
σpnqpaq “
ż qpaq
0
tap1´ tqb´2 logn`1 tdt`
nÿ
k“1
re´ϕpaqp1 ´ qpaqqb´2q1paq logk qpaqspn´kq
(2.17)
So, it suffices to prove that
re´ϕpaqp1´ qpaqqb´2q1paq logk qpaqsplq Ñ 0, @k, l ď N
By (2.9) we can write
re´ϕpaqp1´ qpaqqb´2q1paq logk qpaqsplq “ÿ
tm|
ř
3
j“1mj“lu
cmre´ϕpaqspm1qrp1´ qpaqqb´2spm2qrq1paq logk qpaqspm3q
By our assumptions, limaÑ0re´ϕpaqspm1q P R, and as in Lemma 2.3, pp1 ´
qpaqqb´2qpm2q also converges. Finally, by (2.9), (2.10) and Lemma 2.2
rq1paq logk qpaqspmq “
ÿ
tn|
řk`1
j“1 nj“mu
cnq
pn1`1qpaq
k`1ź
j“2
rlog qpaqspnjq “
ÿ
tn|
řk`1
j“1 nj“mu
cnq
pn1`1qpaq
k`1ź
j“2
ÿ
tr|
řnj
s“1 srs“nju
dr
njź
s“1
ˆ
qpsqpaq
qpaq
˙rs
“
ÿ
tn|
řk`1
j“1 nj“mu
cn
qpn1`1qpaq
a2
k
śk`1
j“2 nj
k`1ź
j“2
ÿ
tr|
řnj
s“1 srs“nju
dr
njź
s“1
ˆ
qpsqpaqa2s
qpaq
˙rs
Ñ 0
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which completes the proof of the Lemma. l
Proof of theorem 1 By Proposition 2 we have that ϕp0q “ ´ log p. For the
first derivative, as ρp0q “ 1 and σp0q “ 0, and ϕp0q “ ψp0q “ ´ log p, we get
from (2.8) that the limit limaÑ0 ϕ
1paq “ ϕ1p0q exists and ϕ1p0q “ ψ1p0q. We
proceed inductively. Let n P N˚ and assume that limaÑ0 ϕpkqpaq exists and
ϕpkqp0q “ ψpkqp0q @k ď n. Differentiating (2.8) n times we get
pe´ψpaqqpn`1q ´ pe´ϕpaqqpn`1qρpaq ´
n´1ÿ
k“0
pe´ϕpaqqpk`1qρpaqpn´kq “ pb´ 1qσpnqpaq
and by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 we get
lim
aÑ0
pe´ψpaqqpn`1q “ lim
aÑ0
pe´ϕpaqqpn`1q
which, by formula (2.10) and the induction hypothesis, gives that the limit
limaÑ0 ϕ
pn`1qpaq “: ϕpn`1qp0q exists in R and
ÿ
tk|
řn`1
j“1 jmj“n`1u
c
k
e´ψp0q
n`1ź
j“1
ˆ
ψpjqp0q
j!
˙mj
“
ÿ
tk|
řn`1
j“1 jmj“n`1u
cke
´ϕp0q
n`1ź
j“1
ˆ
ϕpjqp0q
j!
˙mj
and as by the induction hypothesis ϕpjqp0q “ ψpjqp0q for j ď n, it gives
ϕpn`1qp0q “ ψpn`1qp0q
which completes the induction. To prove (1.9), the fact that
log Γpx` 1q ´ log Γpxq “ log x
gives the functional relation for the polygamma function
Ψpk, x` 1q ´Ψpk, xq “ p´1q
kk!
xk`1
(2.18)
hence
ϕpk`1qp0q “ Ψpk, bq ´Ψpk, 1q “
b´1ÿ
n“1
pΨpk, n` 1q ´Ψpk, nqq “
b´1ÿ
n“1
p´1qkk!
nk`1
l
Proof of Corollary 1 The fact that ϕ and ψ have the same asymptotic
expansion at 0 implies that an approximation of ϕ is
ϕpaq „ log Γpa` bq
Γpa` 1qΓpbq ´ log p as aÑ 0
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and the error decreases faster than any positive power of a. This also implies
that
qpaq „
ˆ
Γpa` 1qΓpbq
Γpa` bq
˙1{a
p1{a as aÑ 0
in the sense that @n P N, ε ą 0, Dan,ε ą 0 such that @a ă an,ε
e´εa
n
ˆ
Γpa` 1qΓpbq
Γpa` bq
˙1{a
p1{a ă qpaq ă eεan
ˆ
Γpa` 1qΓpbq
Γpa` bq
˙1{a
p1{a
hence
lim
aÑ0
qpaq
p1{a
“ e´γ´Ψp0,bq (2.19)
γ being the Euler’s constant. The RHS of the above inequality may be rewritten
as
qpaq
p1{a
ă
ˆ
Γpa` 1qΓpbq
Γpa` bq
˙1{a
` ε1an
ˆ
Γpa` 1qΓpbq
Γpa` bq
˙1{a
close to 0 and for an ε1 ą ε, and the LHS
ˆ
Γpa` 1qΓpbq
Γpa` bq
˙1{a
´ εan
ˆ
Γpa` 1qΓpbq
Γpa` bq
˙1{a
ă qpaq
p1{a
Hence
qpaq
p1{a
„
ˆ
Γpa` 1qΓpbq
Γpa` bq
˙1{a
with a remainder term vanishing faster than any power of a at 0. The rest
comes from considering
ˆ
Γpa` 1qΓpbq
Γpa` bq
˙1{a
“ exp
ˆ
1
a
log
Γpa` 1qΓpbq
Γpa` bq
˙
along with Faa` di Bruno formula. l
3 Asymptotics at 8
3.1 The operator D
To find the asymptotic expansion at infinity, the previous technique has to be
adjusted accordingly. First, we introduce the differential operator D defined by
Dfpaq “ a2Bfpaq (3.1)
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It satisfies the product rule
Dpfgqpaq “ gpaqDfpaq ` fpaqDgpaq (3.2)
and the composition rule
Dpf ˝ gqpaq “ f 1pgpaqqDgpaq
The last two relations combined give us the Faa di Bruno formula for D
Dnpf ˝ gqpaq “
ÿ
tmPNn|
ř
n
j“1 jmj“nu
n!
m1!m2! . . .mn!
f p|m|qpgpaqq
nź
j“1
ˆ
Djgpaq
j!
˙mj
(3.3)
where |m| “ řnj“1mj . Also, we have the two-arguments composition rule
Dfpa, ϕpaqq “ D1fpa, ϕpaqq `DϕpaqB2fpa, ϕpaqq (3.4)
whereD1fpa, bq “ a2pB1fqpa, bq, B1 denoting differentiation wrt the first variable
of a multivariate function, i.e. in our case D1fpa, ϕpaqq “ a2pB1fqpa, ϕpaqq.
Furthermore, we remark that it acts on monomials, for m P Z, by
Dam “ nam`1
and by induction
Dnam “ pmqnam`n
The operator D can be used to deal with asymptotic expansions at infinity. To
see this, intuitively, starting from the formal power series
fpxq “ c0 ` c1
x
` c2
x2
` c3
x3
` . . .
one can get
Dnfpxq “
8ÿ
k“n
p´1qn k!pn´ kq!
ck
xk´n
If certain conditions apply and it is possible to take limits to 8, all but the first
term of the sum vanish and we get
lim
xÑ8
Dnfpxq “ p´1qnn!cn
This is rigorously treated in Lemma 1.1, which is proved below:
Proof of Lemma 1.1 To show i), we notice that if for a function f we
have limxÑ8 fpxq “ a0 P R and Dfpxq “ a1 ` a2{x` a3{x2 ` . . .` ak`1{xk `
Op1{xk`1q, then by integrating we get that fpxq “ a0´a1{x´a2{2x2´a3{3x3`
. . . ` ak`1{kxk`1 ` Op1{xk`2q. Next, we see that, under the assumptions of
the first part of the lemma, we have that limxÑ8D
n´1fpxq “ a P R and
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limxÑ8D
nfpxq “ b P R. This implies that Dn´1fpxq “ a`Op1{xq. Applying
this observation inductively to find the asymptotic expansions of lower powers
of D proves the first part of the Lemma. For the second part, we notice that as
the derivatives admit asymptotic expansions, these can be obtained by differ-
entiating the asymptotic expansion of the original function. In the same way,
we may apply the operator D to the original asymptotic expansion, as Dk can
be expressed as a combination of operators Bl for l ď k, and take limits to 8 to
prove the second part. l
In the following subsections we shall compute the asymptotic expansion of ϕ
using the operator D. We start with the equation
ż ϕpaq
0
τpa; sqds “ p1´ pqΓpbqΓpaqa
b
Γpa` bq (3.5)
Where
τpa; sq “ e´spa´ ae´s{aqb´1 (3.6)
Our method consists of acting and iterating the operator D on (3.5) and taking
the limits to 8 on both sides. So we have to see how D acts on τ and on the
right hand side.
3.2 Asymptotics of the RHS
To study the right hand side of the equation (3.5), we study the asymptotics of
the ratio
Γpaqab
Γpa` bq (3.7)
In [13], Tricomi and Erdelyi derived an asymptotic expansion for such ratios of
Gamma functions, in terms of a generalisation of Nørlund Polynomials, which
in our special case it may be expressed as
Γpaqab
Γpa` bq „
ÿ
ně0
Γp1´ bq
Γp1´ pb ` nqq
B
p1´bq
n
n!an
, xÑ8
which by the reflection formula for the Gamma function can be rewritten as
Γpaqab
Γpa` bq „
8ÿ
n“0
p´1qn
n!
pbqnB
p1´bq
n
an
(3.8)
We shall prove the following Lemma:
Lemma 3.1 For n P N, we have
lim
aÑ8
Dn
ˆ
p1´ pqΓpbqΓpaqa
b
Γpa` bq
˙
“ p1 ´ pqΓpb` nqBp1´bqn (3.9)
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Proof The coefficients of the asymptotic expansion (3.8), by Lemma 1.1, can
be used to give the limit in (3.9), if the derivatives of the ratio also admit
asymptotic expansions. Hence we shall find these asymptotic expansions of the
derivatives, and also a different expression for the coefficients in the asymptotic
expansion of the ratio (3.7) on the way.
The tool we shall work with is the operator D and its Faa` di Bruno formula
eq3.3. We denote the logarithmic derivative of the ratio (3.7) by
V paq :“ log Γpaqa
b
Γpa` bq “ b log a` log Γpaq ´ log Γpa` bq (3.10)
A classic result on the asymptotic expansion of log Γ is the following, see [9,
5.11.8], for fixed h P C,
log Γpx`hq „ log
?
2pi`
ˆ
x` h´ 1
2
˙
log x´x`
ÿ
ně2
Bnphq
npn´ 1qx
1´n, xÑ `8
(3.11)
which has the nice property that it can also be differentiated, and give us asymp-
totic expansions of polygamma functions. This implies also that the derivatives
of V admit asymptotic expansions. We have, asymptotically,
V paq „ řně2 Bn´Bnpbqnpn´1q 1an´1 “ řně1 Bn`1´Bn`1pbqnpn`1q 1an
We have, then, by Lemma 1.1, that
lim
aÑ8
DnV paq “ p´1qnn!Bn`1 ´Bn`1pbq
npn` 1q (3.12)
Acting D n times on ratio (3.7) we get
Dn
ˆ
Γpaqab
Γpa` bq
˙
“ DneV paq
“ eV paq
ÿ
tmPNn|
ř
n
j“1 jmj“nu
n!
m1!m2! . . .mn!
nź
j“1
ˆ
DjV paq
j!
˙mj
(3.13)
and taking limits we end up with
lim
aÑ8
Dn
ˆ
Γpaqab
Γpa` bq
˙
“
ÿ
tmPNn|
ř
n
j“1 jmj“nu
p´1qnn!
m1!m2! . . .mn!
nź
j“1
ˆ
Bj`1 ´Bj`1pbq
jpj ` 1q
˙mj
Hence, by Lemma 1.1, the derivatives of the ratio (3.7) admit asymptotic ex-
pansions at infinity, and these can be given by differentiating the asymptotic
expansion (3.8). l
Remark 3.1 In the proceeding proof, we find two different ways to express the
asymptotic expansion of the ratio of gamma functions, which implies a relation
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between Nørlund, Bernoulli and Bell polynomials we could not trace in the
literature,
pbqnBp1´bqn “ BnpB2pbq ´B2, B3pbq ´B3, . . . , Bn`1pbq ´Bn`1q (3.14)
and using the fact that
j`1ÿ
k“1
Bj´k`1
pj ´ 1q!
k!pj ` 1´ kq!b
k “ Bj`1pbq ´Bj`1
we get
pbqnBp1´bqn “
ÿ
tmPNn|
ř
n
j“1 jmj“nu
n!
m1!m2! . . .mn!
nź
j“1
˜
j`1ÿ
k“1
Bj´k`1
pj ´ 1q!
k!pj ´ k ` 1q!b
k
¸mj
3.3 Asymptotics of the LHS
We shall first study the asymptotic behaviour of τ , defined in (3.6), through the
following Lemma.
Lemma 3.2 We have the limits
lim
aÑ8
Dnτpa; sq “ Bp1´bqn e´ssb´1`n (3.15)
Proof We have that
τpa; sq “ e´spa´ ae´s{aqb´1 “ e´s
ˆ 1
a
1´ e´s{a
˙1´b
“ e´ssb´1
ˆ ´ s
a
e´s{a ´ 1
˙1´b
We may write, in terms of Nørlund polynomials, by (1.6),
τpa; sq “ e´ssb´1
8ÿ
k“0
B
p1´bq
k
p´1qksk
k!ak
(3.16)
and
Dnτpa; sq “ e´ssb´1
8ÿ
k“n
B
p1´bq
k
p´1qk`nsk
pk ´ nq!ak´n
and thus we get
lim
aÑ8
Dnτpa; sq “ Bp1´bqn e´ssb´1`n
l
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Acting D on the left hand side of (3.5) gives the expression
D
ż ϕpaq
0
τpa; sqds “ Dϕpaqτpa; sq `
ż ϕpaq
0
Dτpa; sqds
and hence by induction, iterating D totally n times,
Dn
ż ϕpaq
0
τpa; sqds “
n´1ÿ
k“0
DkpDϕpaqDn´k´11 τpa;ϕpaqqq `
ż ϕpaq
0
Dnτpa; sqds
(3.17)
We shall study the terms
DkpDϕpaqDn´k´11 τpa;ϕpaqqq “
kÿ
j“0
ˆ
k
j
˙
Dk´j`1ϕpaqDjrDn´k´11 τpa;ϕpaqqs
and as
DjrDn´k´11 τpa;ϕpaqqs “ Dj´1rDn´k1 τpa;ϕpaqq `DϕpaqDn´k´11 B2τpa;ϕpaqqs
it is important to study the terms defined as
dpk,m, nq :“ lim
aÑ8
DmrDn1 Bk2 τpa;ϕpaqqs (3.18)
In other words, we will compute, recursively, the limits of these terms for aÑ8.
We note that, as Dnτpa; sq is an analytic function of s in some disc around 0,
as seen by its power series, we can interchange differentiation wrt the second
variable and the limit for a Ñ 8, as we know that ϕpaq converges to a finite
limit, provided that the convergence for aÑ8 is locally uniform, which indeed
is (an argument: as a Ñ 8, the radius of convergence of the power series
increase, so taking a compact set and assuming a large enough, we can use the
convergence of the sequence of power series to prove this result). We have
DmrDn1 Bk2τpa;ϕpaqqs “ Dm´1rDn`11 Bk2 τpa;ϕpaqq `DϕpaqDn1 Bk`12 τpa;ϕpaqqs
hence we get the recursive relation
dpk,m, nq “ dpk,m´ 1, n` 1q `
m´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
m´ 1
j
˙
ϕm´jdpk ` 1, j, nq (3.19)
where ϕl “ limaÑ8Dlϕpaq, assuming that the limit is already known, and the
boundary conditions
dpk, 0, nq “ lim
aÑ8
Dn1 Bk2τpa;ϕpaqq “ lim
aÑ8
Bk2Dn1 τpa;ϕpaqq
“ Bp1´bqn
kÿ
j“0
ˆ
k
j
˙
p´1qk´jpb` n´ jqje´γbγb´1`n´jb
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As for the integral term, we have
lim
aÑ8
ż ϕpaq
0
Dnτpa; sqds “ Bp1´bqn
ż γb
0
e´ssb´1`nds (3.20)
andż γb
0
e´ssb´1`nds “ ´
n´1ÿ
k“0
pb` n´ kqke´γbγb´1`n´kb ` pbqnp1´ pqΓpbq (3.21)
by repeated integrations by parts and the fact that
şγb
0
e´ssb´1ds “ p1´pqΓpbq.
We have got, then, for the left hand side that
lim
aÑ8
Dn
ż ϕpaq
0
τpa; sqds
“ lim
aÑ8
n´1ÿ
k“0
DkpDϕpaqDn´k´11 fpa;ϕpaqqq ` lim
aÑ8
ż ϕpaq
0
Dnfpa; sqds
“ lim
aÑ8
n´1ÿ
k“0
kÿ
j“0
ˆ
k
j
˙
Dk´j`1ϕpaqDjrDn´k´11 fpa;ϕpaqqs
´Bp1´bqn
n´1ÿ
k“0
pb` n´ kqke´γbγb´1`n´kb ` pbqnp1´ pqΓpbqBp1´bqn
“
n´1ÿ
k“0
kÿ
j“0
ˆ
k
j
˙
ϕk´j`1dp0, j, n´ k ´ 1q
´Bp1´bqn
n´1ÿ
k“0
pb` n´ kqke´γbγb´1`n´kb ` p1´ pqΓpb` nqBp1´bqn
“ ϕndp0, 0, 0q `
n´1ÿ
j“1
ˆ
n´ 1
j
˙
ϕn´jdp0, j, 0q
`
n´2ÿ
k“0
kÿ
j“0
ˆ
k
j
˙
ϕk´j`1dp0, j, n´ k ´ 1q
´Bp1´bqn
n´1ÿ
k“0
pb` n´ kqke´γbγb´1`n´kb ` p1´ pqΓpb` nqBp1´bqn
We notice that the term p1 ´ pqΓpb ` nqBp1´bqn cancels exactly with the right
hand side.
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3.4 Conclusion
Proof of Theorem 2 Summing up, using the normalisation δ “ d
e´γbγ
b´1
b
, we
are left with
ϕn “ ´
n´1ÿ
j“1
ˆ
n´ 1
j
˙
ϕn´jδp0, j, 0q ´
n´2ÿ
k“0
kÿ
j“0
ˆ
k
j
˙
ϕk´j`1δp0, j, n´ k ´ 1q
`Bp1´bqn
n´1ÿ
k“0
pb` n´ kqkγn´kb
and δ and ϕ also satisfying the recursive relation, by (3.19),
δpk,m, nq “ δpk,m´ 1, n` 1q `
m´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
m´ 1
j
˙
ϕm´jδpk ` 1, j, nq
We have the initial conditions
ϕ0 “ γb
δpk, 0, nq “ Bp1´bqn
kÿ
j“0
ˆ
k
j
˙
p´1qk´jpb ` n´ jqjγn´jb
l
To prove Corollary 2 we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3 Let f have asymptotic expansion
fpxq “
Nÿ
k“0
ak
k!xk
` rpxq
where rpxq “ Op1{xN`1q. Then,
efpxq “ ea0 ` ea0
Nÿ
k“1
Bkpa1, a2, ..., akq
k!xk
`Op1{xN`1q
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Proof We have
fpxq “
Nÿ
k“0
ak
k!xk
` rpxq ñ efpxq´
řN
k“0
ak
k!xk “ erpxq “ 1`Op1{xN`1q
ñ efpxq “ e
řN
k“0
ak
k!xk `Op1{xN`1q “ ea0
Nź
k“1
e
ak
k!xk `Op1{xN`1q
“ ea0
Nź
k“1
¨
˝1` r
N`1
k
´1sÿ
m“1
amk
m!k!mxkm
`Op1{xN`1q
˛
‚`Op1{xN`1q
“ ea0
Nÿ
n“0
Bnpa1, a2, ..., anq
n!xn
`Op1{xN`1q
where the last equality is derived by a combinatorial argument, the coeffi-
cient of 1{xn being the sum of products of the form śnk“1 amkkpk!qmkmk! such thatřn
k“1 kmk “ n, which defines the complete Bell polynomials. l
Proof of Corollary 2 The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2
and the foregoing Lemma. l
4 Relations between Bell, Bernoulli and Nørlund
Polynomials
In the course of trying to find the asymptotic expansion of ϕ at 8, using Faa`
di Bruno formulas, we encountered identities between Bell polynomials and
Nørlund polynomials, that we have not been able to trace in the literature,
hence we state them in this section as a separate result.
Proposition 3 Let c P C. Then, the Nørlund polynomial Bpcqn can be expressed
as
Bpcqn “
ÿ
tmPNn|
ř
n
j“1 jmj“nu
n!
m1!m2! . . .mn!
nź
j“1
ˆ p´1qj`1cBj
j!j
˙mj
(4.1)
or, phrased in terms of Bell polynomials Bn,
Bpcqn “ BnpcB1,´cB2{2, 0,´cB4{4, 0, . . . ,´cBn{nq, n ą 1 (4.2)
Moreover, we have that
pc´nqnBpcqn “ p´1qnBnpB2pcq´B2,´B3pcq´B3, . . . , p´1qn`1Bn`1pcq´Bn`1q
(4.3)
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Proof The last equation is derived by Remark 3.1, and the symmetries Bnp1´
xq “ p´1qnBnpxq and p1´ cqn “ p´1qnpc´ nqn. For the rest, by (1.6) we have
Bpcqn “ lim
zÑ0
Bn
„ˆ
z
ez ´ 1
˙c
By using Faa` di Bruno formula we get
Bn
„ˆ
z
ez ´ 1
˙c
“ Bn
´
ec log
z
ez´1
¯
“
ˆ
z
ez ´ 1
˙c ÿ
tmPNn|
ř
n
j“1 jmj“nu
n!
m1!m2! . . .mn!
nź
j“1
ˆ
c
j!
Bj
ˆ
log
z
ez ´ 1
˙˙mj
and we have the limit
lim
zÑ0
ˆ
z
ez ´ 1
˙c
“ 1
and
´z
ˆ
log
ez ´ 1
z
˙1
“ ´ ze
z
ez ´ 1 ` 1 “
8ÿ
n“1
p´1qn`1Bn z
n
n!
ñ log z
ez ´ 1 “
8ÿ
n“1
p´1qn`1Bn
n
zn
n!
hence
lim
zÑ0
Bj
ˆ
log
z
ez ´ 1
˙
“ p´1qj`1Bj
j
and thus, summing up,
Bpcqn “ lim
aÑ0
Bn
„ˆ
z
ez ´ 1
˙c
“
ÿ
tmPNn|
ř
n
j“1 jmj“nu
n!
m1!m2! . . .mn!
nź
j“1
ˆ p´1qj`1cBj
j!j
˙mj
which concludes the proposition. l
Appendix
In this appendix, we provide code in Maple and Sage for computing the terms
of asymptotic expansion of ϕ and q at infinity recursively.
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A Maple code
In the first algorithm, the procedure phiinf(n) computes what we define as ϕn
in Theorem 2.
Algorithm A.1
norl:=proc(n,c);
if n=0 then
return 1;
else
return (-1)^n*CompleteBellB(
n,seq(-c*bernoulli(j)/j,j=1..n)
);
end if;
end proc;
phiinf :=proc(n) option remember;
if n=0 then
return gamma[b];
end if;
for k from 1 to n-1 do
phiinf(k);
od;
return expand(
-add(binomial(n-1,j)*phiinf(n-j)*delta(0,j,0),j=1..n-1)
-add(add(binomial(k,j)*phiinf(k-j+1)*delta(0,j,n-k-1)
,j=0..k),k=0..n-2)+ norl(n,1-b)*add(pochhammer(b+n-k,k)
*phiinf (0)^(n-k),k=0..n-1);
end proc;
delta:=proc(k,m,n) option remember;
if m=0 then
return simplify(
norl(n,1-b)*add(binomial(k,j)*( -1)^(k-j)*
pochhammer(b+n-j,j)*phiinf (0)^(n-j),j=0..k)
);
end if;
return simplify(delta(k,m-1,n+1)+
add(binomial(m-1,j)*phiinf(m-j)*delta(k+1,j,n),j=0..m-1));
end proc;
In the second algorithm, the procedure qinf(n) computes the nth coefficient of
the asymptotic expansion of q in Corollary 2.
Algorithm A.2
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qinf:=proc(b,n);
if n=0 then
return 1;
else
return CompleteBellB(
n,seq(( -1)^(k+1)* phiinf(k),k=0..n -1))/n!;
end if;
end proc;
B Sage code
The function phiinf(n) computes what we define as ϕn in Theorem 2.
Algorithm B.1
gamma_b=var(’gamma_b ’)
b=var(’b’)
def norlund(n,c):
if n==0:
return 1
else:
return
(-1)^n*sum(bell_polynomial(n,k)([-c*bernoulli(j)/j for j in
[1..n-k+1]]) for k in [1..n])
@CachedFunction
def phiinf(n):
if n==0:
return gamma_b
else:
return expand(-sum(binomial(n-1,j)*phiinf(n-j)*
delta(0,j,0) for j in [1..n-1])-sum(sum(binomial(k,j)*
phiinf(k-j+1)*delta(0,j,n-k-1) for j in [0..k]) for k
in [0..n -2])+ norlund(n,1-b)*sum(rising_factorial(b+n-k,k)*
phiinf (0)^(n-k) for k in [0..n-1]))
@CachedFunction
def delta(k,m,n):
if m==0:
return
simplify(norlund(n,1-b)*sum(binomial(k,j)*( -1)^(k-j)*
rising_factorial(b+n-j,j)*phiinf (0)^(n-j) for j in [0..k]))
else:
return
simplify(delta(k,m-1,n+1)+sum(binomial(m-1,j)
*phiinf(m-j)*delta(k+1,j,n)
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for j in [0..m-1]))
The function qinf(n) computes the nth coefficient of the asymptotic expansion
of q in Corollary 2.
Algorithm B.2
def qinf(n):
return sum(bell_polynomial(n,j)(
[( -1)^(k+1)*phiinf(k)
for k in [0..n-j]]) for j in [1..n])/factorial(n)
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